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    1  In The Beginning  5:14  2  Ghosts  5:27  3  Freedom  6:44  4  Red Lady W Cello  5:01  5 
Oasis  5:11  6  Just Like It Is  3:08  7  I Can't Stand The Rain  3:31  8  The Champ  5:13  9 
Tiger Walk  5:19  10  Comin' Up  4:55  11  Don't Let The Sun Catch You Crying - Hidden Track 
8:39  12  Chevrolet - Hidden Track  5:47    Lenny Castro  Percussion  Ronnie Cuber  Sax
(Baritone)  Charlie Drayton  Guitar (Bass)  Russell Ferrante  Piano  Robben Ford  Primary
Artist, Guitar, Vocals  Steve Jordan  Drums, Percussion  Bob Malach  Sax (Tenor)  Benmont
Tench  Organ  Bernie Worrell  Clavinet, Organ     

 

  

The first thing that comes to mind when listening to Tiger Walk is the pair of instrumental
albums recorded by Jeff Beck in the mid-'70s, Blow by Blow and Wired. Like those two
recordings, this outing showcases a fiery, inventive electric guitarist in a rock and jazz-rock
setting. Robben Ford, known in recent years for his blues work with his band, the Blue Line,
eschews vocals here, teaming up with keyboard funk master Bernie Worrell for some chunky,
funky, wah-wah-laden grooves. This music, led by Ford's blazing guitar lines, is more
appropriately categorized as instrumental rock than jazz, but the rhythms recall James Brown
and Worrell's alma mater, the P-Funk gang, as often as they do those of a hard rock band.
Tenor saxophonist Bob Malach turns in a couple of solid solos, and the rhythm section of
drummer Steve Jordan and bassist Charlie Drayton cooks throughout. ---Jim Newsom, AllMusic
Review

  

 

  

Listening to this Robben Ford disc reminds me how much this man's guitar contributed to the
sound of the much-maligned late period of Miles Davis. At its core Tiger Walk is a quartet
recording centering around Ford, Bernie Worrell on clavinet and organ, Charlie Drayton on bass
guitars, and Steve Jordon on drums and percussion. Benmont Tench of Heartbreakers fame
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plays organ on "The Champ," with Russell Ferrante on piano and Lenny Castro on percussion.
Castro chips in on the hard-driving "In the Beginning" as well. Bob Malach adds tenor to three
tracks; Ronnie Cuber brings in his baritone-tones for two.

  

Way out in front of this barrage of driving funk is Ford's guitar. His artistry is undeniable and
shown to good effect throughout this recording. Every now and then I caught myself listening for
that unmistakable Harmon-muted trumpet to drift in over the groove, but most of the time Ford's
pyrotechnics are more than enough to hold one's attention. "In the Beginning" is hot, but
"Ghosts" (not Ayler's) ups the ante. "Freedom" shows that our man can play sweet too, although
Jordon hardly lowers the level of his drums. "Red Lady w/ Cello" contains, alas, no cello, or red
lady either, but does feature some wah-wah from Robben such as to make another of his old
bosses, George Harrison, proud or envious, depending on his state of Krishna consciousness.
"Just Like It Is" should not be overlooked by wah-wah fans either — sounds like "Haitian
Divorce," but meaner, leaner, and cleaner.

  

"I Can't Stand the Rain" ventures into real down-and-dirty blues territory, and Ford shows he
belongs. One of the other tracks is called "The Champ," which he very well may be at this point.
Of funky electric blues guitar. Or of groovy Milesian leisurewear (check out his tigerprint shirt in
the inside photo.) Tiger Walk is as solid an outing as has ever come from this man, who is
certainly a master of his instrument and chosen genre. ---Robert Spencer, allaboutjazz.com
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